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Introduction
This is a ‘Basic Conditions Statement’, prepared to accompany the submission of the Ashbourne
Neighbourhood Plan. This plan is being submitted by Ashbourne Town Council, the qualifying body.
The Neighbourhood Plan proposal contains policies relating to the use and development of land and has
been prepared in accordance with the statutory requirements and processes set out in the Town and
Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended by the Localism Act 2011) and the Neighbourhood Planning
Regulations 2012 (as amended).
The Neighbourhood Plan proposal states the period for which it is to have effect. This is a period until the
end of 2033.
The Neighbourhood Plan proposal does not deal with excluded development (mineral extraction, waste
development, nationally significant infrastructure or any other matters set out in Section 61K of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990).
The Neighbourhood Plan proposal relates to the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Area and to no other area. There
are no other Neighbourhood Plans relating to that Neighbourhood Area.
The Neighbourhood Plan proposal meets the basic conditions set out in the Town and Country Planning Act
1990. This is covered in more detail in the next part of this statement.
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The Basic Conditions
The Basic Conditions that Neighbourhood Plans must meet are as follows:
•
•
•
•

They must have appropriate regard to national policy;
They must contribute to the achievement of sustainable development;
They must be in general conformity with the strategic policies in the development plan for the local
area; and
They must be compatible with EU obligations.

In order to consider the requirements to be compatible with EU obligations, two further basic conditions are
set out in regulations. They are that a plan or order must not have a significant adverse effect on a European
site or a European offshore marine site and where a Neighbourhood Development Order proposes certain
types of development, an assessment of the effects of the order on the environment must be undertaken
and its findings taken into account. These additional basic conditions do not apply to the Ashbourne
Neighbouhood Plan.
In addition, Neighbourhood Plans must be compatible with human rights law.
The outcome of the referendum on membership of the EU makes no immediate difference to the
requirement on EU obligations, until such a time as Parliament passes relevant legislation.
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Regard to National Policy
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan (ANP) has been prepared against the context of national policy, in
particular the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG).
The central theme of the NPPF is the presumption in favour of sustainable development. Sustainable
development is described as having three dimensions: economic, social and environmental.

NPPF Core Principles
There are 12 core principles put forward in the NPPF (Paragraph 17). The following table lists these core
principles, against the ANP Aims.
NPPF Core Principle

ANP Aims

Policies

… be genuinely planled, empowering local
people to shape their
surroundings …

All ANP aims apply.

The Plan has been developed to
provide a vision, framework and
policies to guide development in
the town (Introduction).

… creative exercise in
finding ways to
enhance and improve
the places in which
people live …

All ANP aims apply.

The Plan seeks to accommodate
housing growth in a sustainable
manner (Policy HOU1), ensure
good design (Policies DES1 and
DES2), and improve community
facilities (Policy COM1).

… proactively drive and
support sustainable
economic development
to deliver the homes,
business and industrial
units, infrastructure
and thriving local places
that the country needs
…

To enable sustainable
economic growth, supporting
innovation and attracting new
employment to create a lively,
prosperous well maintained
market town.

The Plan seeks to accommodate
housing growth (Policy HOU1),
address appropriately scaled
economic growth (Policies
EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1) and
improve infrastructure and
community facilities (Policies
TRA1 and COM1).

To ensure that new housing is
well designed and sustainable
and meets the needs of all
sections of the community.
To ensure that new
development contributes to
and does not prejudice the
town’s highway infrastructure.
To ensure Ashbourne’s
community services are
increased and enhanced to
support the scale of housing
and economic growth
identified in the
Neighbourhood Plan.
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... take account of the
different roles and
character of different
areas, promoting the
vitality of our main
urban areas, protecting
the Green Belts around
them, recognising the
intrinsic character and
beauty of the
countryside and
supporting thriving
rural communities
within it …

To make Ashbourne and its
countryside a destination for
visitors, tourists, families and
shoppers.

… take account of the
different roles and
character of different
areas … recognising the
intrinsic character and
beauty of the
countryside and
supporting thriving
rural communities
within it …

To ensure that new
development enhances the
character and special
landscape features of
Ashbourne and does not result
in urban sprawl.

… support the
transition to a low
carbon future in a
changing climate,
taking full account of
flood risk …

All aims apply.

The plan seeks to accommodate
growth in a sustainable manner
(Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1,
HOU1, and DES1), whilst
addressing a range of
infrastructure issues (Policies
TRA1 and COM1).

… conserving and
enhancing the natural
environment …

To ensure that new
development enhances the
character and special
landscape features of
Ashbourne and does not result
in urban sprawl.

The plan seeks to focus
development within the existing
urban environment (Policies
EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1).

To ensure that new
development enhances the
character and special
landscape features of
Ashbourne and does not result
in urban sprawl.

The plan seeks to accommodate
growth in a sensitive manner
(Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1,
DES1, and DES2), and address
local housing needs across the
Parish (Policy HOU1).

To protect Ashbourne as a
town of quality heritage and
character, including the
town’s green spaces and
vistas.

To protect Ashbourne as a
town of quality heritage and
character, including the
town’s green spaces and
vistas.

To protect Ashbourne as a
town of quality heritage and
character, including the
town’s green spaces and
vistas.

The plan seeks to encourage
high quality development (Policy
DES1) with a focus on
Ashbourne Town Centre (Policy
ATC1), and seeks to protect and
enhance the historic
environment (Policy DES2).
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… promote mixed use
All aims apply.
developments, and
encourage multiple
benefits from the use of
land in urban and rural
areas, recognising that
some open land can
perform many
functions (such as for
wildlife, recreation,
flood risk mitigation,
carbon storage, or food
production) …

The plan recognises the need to
provide for growth in a
sustainable manner (Policies
EMP1, EMP2, ATC1, and HOU1),
whilst providing and improving a
range of transport
infrastructure, and community
facilities (Policies TRA1 and
COM1), and protecting and
enhancing the historic
environment (Policy DES2).

… conserve heritage
assets …

The plan seeks to ensure that
high standards of design are
achieved (Policy DES1), and
protect and enhance the historic
environment (Policy DES2).

To ensure that new
development enhances the
character and special
landscape features of
Ashbourne and does not result
in urban sprawl.
To protect Ashbourne as a
town of quality heritage and
character, including the
town’s green spaces and
vistas.

… actively manage
patterns of growth to
make the fullest
possible use of public
transport, walking and
cycling …

To ensure that new
development enhances the
character and special
landscape features of
Ashbourne and does not result
in urban sprawl.
To ensure that new
development contributes to
and does not prejudice the
town’s highway infrastructure.

The plan seeks to accommodate
growth in a sustainable manner
(Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1, and
HOU1), and seeks to improve
transport infrastructure and
community facilities (Policies
TRA1 and COM1).

To create a place that
priorities pedestrians.
… to improve health,
social and cultural
wellbeing for all …

All aims apply.

Collectively, the policies cater
for growth and encourage a
balanced mix of uses. At the
same time, they address
character and environmental
quality. In addition, they address
connectivity, which is essential
for both domestic and
employment users.
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NPPF Policies
1. Building a strong, competitive economy
NPPF Para. 19: The Government is committed to ensuring that the planning system does everything it
can to support sustainable economic growth. Planning should operate to encourage and not act as an
impediment to sustainable growth. Therefore significant weight should be placed on the need to
support economic growth through the planning system.
Policy HOU1 provides for housing growth to address identified local needs. Policies EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1
address economic growth.
2. Ensuring the vitality of town centres
NPPF Para. 23: Planning policies should be positive, promote competitive town centre environments
and set out policies for the management and growth of centres over the plan period.
Policy ATC1 promotes the role of Ashbourne Town Centre, and enables sustainable growth.
4. Promoting sustainable transport
NPPF Para 29: Transport policies have an important role to play in facilitating sustainable development
but also in contributing to wider sustainability and health objectives. Smarter use of technologies can
reduce the need to travel. The transport system needs to be balanced in favour of sustainable transport
modes, giving people a real choice about how they travel. However, the Government recognises that
different policies and measures will be required in different communities and opportunities to maximise
sustainable transport solutions will vary from urban to rural areas.
All policies together seek to promote sustainable patterns of development, and thus will look to promote
sustainable transport solutions.
Policy TRA1 seeks to ensure that new development proposals enable the provision of sustainable transport
measures.
6. Delivering a wide choice of high quality homes.
NPPF Para. 55: To promote sustainable development in rural areas, housing should be located where
it will enhance or maintain the vitality of rural communities.
Policy HOU1 seeks to accommodate housing growth in a sustainable manner, through promoting sustainable
patterns of development, and addressing identified local housing needs.
7. Requiring good design.
NPPF Para 56: Good design is a key aspect of sustainable development, is indivisible from good
planning, and should contribute positively to making places better for people.
NPPF Para 57: It is important to plan positively for the achievement of high quality and inclusive design
for all development, including individual buildings, public and private spaces and wider area
development schemes.
NPPF Para 64: Permission should be refused for development of poor design that fails to take the
opportunities available for improving the character and quality of an area and the way it functions.
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Policy DES1 responds to these paragraphs by setting out clear expectations for new development to ensure
that it is sustainable, responsive to its context, creates a clear sense of place and provides for the needs of
the community. Policy DES2 seeks to ensure that the historic environment is protected and enhanced.
8. Promoting healthy communities
NPPF Para. 69: The planning system can play an important role in facilitating social interaction and
creating healthy, inclusive communities. Local planning authorities should create a shared vision with
communities of the residential environment and facilities they wish to see.
Policy ATC1 promotes the role of Ashbourne Town Centre in providing a range of services and facilities.
Policy COM1 seeks to provide and enhance community facilities across the town and wider area.
10. Meeting the challenge of climate change, flooding and coastal change
The NPPF states:
NPPF Para 93: Planning plays a key role in helping shape places to secure radical reductions in
greenhouse gas emissions, minimising vulnerability and providing resilience to the impacts of climate
change, and supporting the delivery of renewable and low carbon energy and associated
infrastructure. This is central to the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainable
development.
Climate change is addressed through Policy DES1 which seeks to achieve good design, and Policy TRA1 which
seeks to promote sustainable transport measures.
11. Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
NPPF Para. 111: Planning policies and decisions should encourage the effective use of land by re-using
land that has been previously developed (brownfield land), provided that it is not of high environmental
value.
The Plan seeks to focus new development across the existing urban area through Policies EMP1, EMP2, and
ATC1, thus promoting the reuse of previously developed land, and protecting the surrounding countryside.
12. Conserving and enhancing the historic environment
Policy DES2 seeks to protect and enhance Ashbourne’s historic environment.
13. Facilitating the sustainable use of minerals
Mineral extraction is excluded development for Neighbourhood Plans.
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Achievement of Sustainable Development
The National Planning Policy Framework states a presumption in favour of sustainable development. The
term is defined in the Ministerial Forward as:
Sustainable means ensuring that better lives for ourselves don’t mean worse lives for future
generations.
Development means growth. We must accommodate the new ways by which we will earn our living in
a competitive world. We must house a rising population, which is living longer and wants to make new
choices. We must respond to the changes that new technologies offer us. Our lives, and the places in
which we live them, can be better, but they will certainly be worse if things stagnate.
In addition, the NPPF states:
International and national bodies have set out broad principles of sustainable development.
Resolution 24/187 of the United Nations General Assembly defined sustainable development as
meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs. The UK Sustainable Development Strategy Securing the Future set out five ‘guiding
principles’ of sustainable development: living within the planet’s environmental limits; ensuring a
strong, healthy and just society; achieving a sustainable economy; promoting good governance; and
using sound science responsibly.

Growth
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan delivers growth by:
•

Focusing development on sustainable sites across the existing urban area (Policies EMP1, EMP2, and
ATC1);

•

Addressing identified local housing needs (Policy HOU1);

•

Encouraging sustainable economic growth (Policies EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1);

•

Ensuring a high-quality, well designed environment, which is essential to attracting investment and
population (Policies DES1 and DES2); and

•

Protecting and enhancing the local environment (Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1, DES1, DES2 and
COM2).
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Sustainability
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan will address sustainability in various ways. The plan goals and aims
include:
Activity

Comment

Policy Ref.

To enable sustainable economic
growth, supporting innovation and
attracting new employment to
create a lively, prosperous well
maintained market town.

Policies address the need for
economic and housing growth.

Policies
EMP1, EMP2,
ATC1, HOU1

To ensure that new housing is well
designed and sustainable and meets
the needs of all sections of the
community.

Policies address the need to deliver
well designed housing, and that new
homes address identified local
housing needs.

Policies
HOU1, DES1

To make Ashbourne and its
countryside a destination for
visitors, tourists, families and
shoppers.

Policies seek to improve and
Policies
enhance the role of Ashbourne Town ATC1, DES1,
Centre
DES2

To ensure that new development
enhances the character and special
landscape features of Ashbourne
and does not result in urban sprawl.

Policies seek to focus new
development within the existing
urban area, and to achieve good
design.

Policies
EMP1, EMP2,
ATC1, DES1,
DES2

To protect Ashbourne as a town of
quality heritage and character,
including the town’s important
green spaces and vistas.

Policies seek to achieve good design,
and to protect and enhance the
town’s historic environment.

Policies
DES1, DES2

To ensure that new development
contributes to and does not
prejudice the town’s highway
infrastructure.

Policies seek to focus new
development across the existing
urban area, and to enable provision
of sustainable transport measures.

Policies
EMP1, EMP2,
ATC1, TRA1

To ensure Ashbourne’s community
services are increased and enhanced
to support the scale of housing and
economic growth identified in the
Neighbourhood Plan.

Policies seek to ensure that the
approach to growth across
Ashbourne is sustainable, and is
supported by robust local services
and facilities.

Policy COM1

To create a place that prioritises
pedestrians.

Policies seek to ensure that
Ashbourne develops as a place for
people, with new development
incorporating and enabling
sustainable transport measures.

Policy TRA1
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General Conformity with Strategic Local Policy
The Neighbourhood Plan will be tested against adopted strategic local policies.
Strategic local policy is contained within the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan 2013-2033.
Strategic local policies relevant to the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan are as follows:
The Strategic Policies within the emerging new Local Plan have been a consideration in the development of
the policies within the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan.
The following Strategic Policies are relevant to the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan:
S1 – Sustainable Development Principles
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan considers addresses S1 through focusing development in sustainable
locations across the existing urban area (Policies EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1), requiring good design (Policy
DES1), addressing identified local housing needs (Policy HOU1), and addressing transport infrastructure and
community services and facilities (Policies TRA1 and COM1).
S2 – Settlement Hierarchy
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan addresses Policy S2 through focusing development in sustainable
locations across the existing urban area (Policies EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1).
S3 – Development Within Defined Settlement Boundaries
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan addresses Policy S3 through focusing development in sustainable
locations across the existing urban area (Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1, and HOU1), thus defining the
settlement boundary.
S4 – Development in the Countryside
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan addresses Policy S4 through focusing development in sustainable
locations across the existing urban area (Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1, and HOU1).
S6 – Strategic Employment Development
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan addresses Policy S6 through focusing economic development activity in
strategic locations (Policies EMP1 and ATC1).
S8 – Ashbourne Development Strategy
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan responds to Policy S8 in a number of ways. Policies DES1 and DES2 help
to protect and enhance Ashbourne’s unique character. Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1 and HOU1 encourage
sustainable housing and mixed-use developments. Growth of local employment opportunities, and the
diversification and growth of local business is encouraged by policies EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1. Enhancement
of community services and infrastructure is encouraged by policies TRA1 and COM1.
S9 – Rural Parishes Development Strategy
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan considers Policy S9 through focusing development in sustainable
locations across the existing urban area (EMP1, EMP2, ATC1, and HOU1).
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S10 – Local Infrastructure Provision and Developer Contributions
The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan responds to Policy S10 by setting out in policy terms what the town’s
infrastructure and housing requirements are (HOU1, TRA1 and COM1).
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Compatible with EU Obligations
The Neighbourhood Plan has been screened by Derbyshire Dales District Council, and received a negative
outcome, therefore a Strategic Environmental Assessment was not required. A copy of the screening
outcome is provided at Appendix 1.
There are no European sites within the Neighbourhood Area.
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Human Rights
An Equalities Impact Assessment has been undertaken and this is included in Appendix 2
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Appendix 1 – Screening Outcome

Please ask for:
Direct Dial No:
Fax No:
Your Ref:
My Ref:
E-mail:

Mr M Hase
01629 761251
01629 761163
G/5/P2(v) iv
mike.hase@derbyshiredales.gov.uk

22nd September 2017
Ms Hannah Barter
hannah.barter@uvns.org
Dear Hannah,
SEA/SA Screening Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan (March 2017)
In accordance with European Directive 2001/42/EC and the associated Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004 the District Council has recently
undertaken a draft screening report on the emerging Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan
(March 2017) to determine whether it requires a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
to be carried out.
A copy of the ‘Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan – Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic
Environmental Assessment Screening Report (July 2017)’ is attached for your information.
The assessment concludes in Section 5 that in the view of the District Council, there is
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unlikely to be considerable significant environmental effects arising from the Ashbourne
Neighbourhood Plan.
In accordance with guidance provided within the National Planning Policy Practice
Guidance (NPPG) the screening assessment will be sent to all three of the statutory SEA
bodies, Historic England, Natural England and the Environment Agency. The response
received from the SEA bodies will be provided to the ANP Group and may result in revisions
to this screening exercise and the Neighbourhood Plan being required.
In addition to the screening exercise a comprehensive review of the Neighbourhood Plan
has been undertaken and the District Council’s detailed comments are set out separately
below. As you will see there are a number of areas where the District Council considers that
further clarification is required before the plan can move forward to the formal Regulation 16
consultation stage. I consider that it would be beneficial to the Neighbourhood Plan Group
and the District Council if these areas could be addressed prior to the commencement of
any formal consultation stage in order to avoid any future ‘disputes’ about the content of the
plan before the appointed Examiner.
Please note that in the event that the ANP is revised to take account of the comments made
on the contents of the plan it will require a further SEA/SA Screening. I would therefore be
grateful if you could indicate whether it is the intention of the ANPG to undertake further
revisions to the ANP.
Please do not hesitate to contact either myself or Tanya Rountree Senior Planning Officer if
you wish to discuss this further I look forward to hearing from you again soon.
Yours faithfully,

Mike Hase
Policy Manager

DERBYSHIRE DISTRICT COUNCIL COMMENTS ON DRAFT ASHBOURNE
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (MARCH 2017)
Page 3
The ANP sets out that Derbyshire Dales does not have a five year housing
land supply, this is factually incorrect and should be amended. Please see
the Examination in Public hearing statements, in particular reference to Matter
3: Objectively Assessed Need and Matter 4: Meeting the housing requirement
and five year housing land supply
for further information
(http://www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk/planning-a-building-control/local-plan2015-16/local-plan-examination/hearing-statements ).
Page 12
Comments on the section on weaknesses, were made on the April 2015
version of the ANP. The District Council has sought through the preparation
of the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan to allocates sites for new residential
development in sustainable locations. The statement that proposed new
housing is in the “wrong place” needs to be substantiated if it is to remain in
the ANP.
Page 13
This sets out that the ANP “must try and restrict urban sprawl particularly to
the South of the town centre which has increased incrementally over the last
50years” This statement has been carried forward from the April 2015 version
of the ANP. At that time the District Council commented that this was in not in
line with the pro-growth approach of the NPPF. In order to conform with the
NPPF and ensure compliance with the basic conditions that the ANP is in
accordance with National Policy the District Council consider that this
statement should be removed from the plan.
Page 15
The Protected Areas Map on Page 15 implies that the five identified spaces
have some form of statutory designation, whereas on Page 521 they are
referred to as Local Green Spaces. It is therefore suggested that the map on
Page 15 be re-titled Local Green Spaces. To meet the Basic Conditions
evidence should demonstrate that the designation of these areas is in
accordance with Paragraph 77 in the NPPF
Page 17
You will recall that in previously submitted version (April 2015) the District
Council commented that the reference to the loss of the cattle market, needed
substantiating. The same unsubstantiated phrase is used in the current
version of the ANP, and as you will be aware there is no likelihood of a cattle
market returning to Ashbourne in the future. It is therefore recommended that
this phrase is deleted or substantiated by evidence.
Page 18

1

The reference to Page 16 on Page 52 should in fact be cross referenced to Page 15.
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The section on Education will require some revision in light of the Education
Authority’s plans for primary education in Ashbourne resulting in the
adjustment of the roles of the current infant and junior schools.
Page 21
The map provided in the screening showing the Ashbourne Airfield Policies
DS1 and DS8 from the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre Submission Draft
may help to illustrate the narrative on this page. The reference to the Atkins
study (2014) is outdated and should be removed, as well as the reference to it
in the Glossary.
Page 22
The ANP sets out in relation to the Ashbourne Airfield development that “the
NP will require a new employment master-plan to be agreed by Ashbourne
Town Council and DDDC before the submission of any planning application”.
Whilst this may be an aspiration this is beyond the jurisdiction of the Town
Council. A more appropriate statement in this regard could make reference to
the aspiration that the Town Council is fully engaged with any potential
developer of the whole site prior to the submission of any formal planning
application.
The ANP makes reference to 15 hectares of new employment growth in
Paragraph two. As you will be aware this is the whole employment land
requirement for the plan area. It is considered that, this should be made clear
at this point so as not to confuse the reader who may consider that this is the
requirement in the ANP area.
Although Paragraph three refers to the development of a master-plan for
phase two, of the Ashbourne Airfield site it may be appropriate in light of the
comments above that further consideration as to whether this phrase should
be maintained in the ANP.
Page 23
It is noted that the view of the community is that an Ashbourne by-pass must
be a “firm proposal” in the Neighbourhood Plan and the Local Plan. On Page
24 it is stated that “The ANP strongly supports the provision of the Ashbourne
By-pass as the most sustainable way of making possible the planned new
employment and housing growth”. This intention is restated in Page 55 in
Section 6 which does not form part of the statutory plan.
As you will be aware there is currently no funding or any prospect of any
funding being made available that would facilitate the provision of a Bypass
for Ashbourne over the period of either the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan or the
ANP. Given that advice is that only proposals with the likely prospect of being
delivered during the plan period should be included in future Local and
Neighbourhood Plans it is therefore considered that any reference to the
construction of a Bypass in the ANP should be qualified in such a way that
avoids the potential for any issues over conformity.
Page 24
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The final sentence on Page 24 indicates that for all new development
schemes in the town centre they should include the required parking on site or
be parking free. This does not seem to have been included in the ANP Policy
TRA-1 and as such would not be a consideration that the local planning
authority would take into account when determining planning applications.
Notwithstanding this comment it is considered that there is in fact no
requirement for this to be included within Policy TRA-1 as it would duplicate
the requirement of Policies HC19 & HC21 in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.
Page 26
The District Council acknowledges the conclusions of the Ashbourne Housing
Needs Assessment and considers that this research compliments that
undertaken by GL Hearn as part of the preparation of the Derbyshire Dales
Local Plan.
Page 27
It is considered that the final Paragraph on Page 27 should be deleted as the
role of the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan is to meet the strategic requirements
of the plan area as a whole. This is also an issue which was subject to debate
at the recent Examination in Public of the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan where
the District Council presented evidence to support the proposed level of
development across the whole plan area.
The text on Page 27 sets out the housing need for the District as a whole and
Ashbourne. It is suggested that this section is rewording in light of the
contents of the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre Submission Draft and
Modifications, as the information it is out of date. The Objectively Assessed
Need requirement for the District 2013-2033 (net) is 5680 with a total housing
provision of 6684, see MM14 http://www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk/planning-abuilding-control/local-plan-2015-16/modifications this results in a revised
figure for Ashbourne, including the Airfield allocation which lies beyond the
ANP area, of 1550. .
Page 28
The comments which refers to “urban development corridor” are misleading
and should be corrected. Residential development granted planning and
situated within the plan area consolidates existing development rather than
extend the town further south and east.
The second paragraph implies that the residential development will occur on
greenfield sites, this should be clarified to say within the plan area. As the
ANP sets out development on the Ashbourne Airfield is primarily beyond the
plan area, and is a predominantly brownfield site.
Page 32
Paragraph two needs redrafting to reflect the current position of the Local
Plan, suggested “The Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre Submission Draft
(August 2016) was subject to an Examination in Public in May 2017. It is
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anticipated that the Inspector’s report will be published in autumn 2017 with
Adoption by the end of 2017.”
Page 34/35
The housing supply data in the first bullet point at the top of the page needs
annotating with the data source. The statement that housing supply exceeds
demand should also be supported by the data or reference to the evidence.
(presumably the Ashbourne Housing Needs Assessment) Similarly the
percentages referred to in the final two sentences of the first Paragraph on
Page 35 need reference to a data source.
Page 36
The references to the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre Submission Draft
policies in respect of the phased development of the Ashbourne airfield are
welcomed. The reference to the Atkins study should be deleted as this is now
out of date and superseded by the G L Hearn Study. The map attached to the
Screening may help to illustrate how the development partially lies within the
ANP area.
Page 37
Policy EMP1 – Ashbourne Airfield – The District Council acknowledges that
part of the site lies within the plan area of the ANP, however the requirements
of the policy duplicate those set out in Policy DS1 and Policy DS8 and other
policies in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. As such the District Council
considers that the policy should be deleted.
Page 38
Policy EMP2 – Existing Employment Land and Premises duplicates the
requirements of Policy EC3 in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan as such the
District Council considers that the policy should be deleted from the ANP.
Page 41/42
Policy ATC1 – Ashbourne Town Centre – The extent of the ‘defined’ town
centre as shown on Page 41 is much broader than that identified in the
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. There does not appear to be any justification for
this broader definition of the town centre boundary.
Similarly there does not appear to be any justification for a threshold of 200 sq
metres, which is less than that included within Policy EC6 in the Derbyshire
Dales Local Plan.
Policy ATC1 in general terms also would appear to duplicate the criteria set
out in Policy EC6 in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. As this is an important
policy for safeguarding the town centre the District Council consider that the
policy should set out criteria for use in the determination of planning
applications that reflect the issues that are unique to Ashbourne town centre.
If this cannot be achieved then consideration should be given to the deletion
of this policy.
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Page 44
Policy HOU1 – Housing Mix – The AHNA provides evidence that there is a
need for more affordable homes to meet the future residential needs of the
community in Ashbourne, and this policy seeks to set out a requirement for
smaller homes across the plan area on sites of 10 dwellings or more. This
policy however duplicates the requirements of Policy HC11 in the Derbyshire
Dales Local Plan and as such should be deleted from the ANP.
Page 46
The reference to a Local Plan policy ‘Delivering High Quality Development’ is
misleading because there is no policy in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre
Submission Draft. This should be deleted from the ANP or replaced by the
correct reference in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.
Policy DES1 – Design – this policy is welcomed but it is considered that in the
interests of clarity ‘superior environmental performance’ should be defined. It’s
wording could be improved and made appropriate to use in the determination
of planning applications by being revised along the lines of “Planning
permission will be granted for new development where they incorporate high
quality and sustainable design and where they are able to satisfy the following
criteria:….”
It is suggested that bullet point 15 is re-written because it could be interpreted
as permanently lit areas are permitted.
Page 47
Policy DES2 – Conservation Area – this policy intends to set out and guide
development within the Ashbourne Conservation Area. It does, however, fail
to set out what criteria will be taken into account when the local planning
authority determine planning applications in the Ashbourne Conservation
Area.
Furthermore it makes reference to the potential impact upon the listed
buildings and structures many of which are situated outside the Ashbourne
Conservation Area. As such the policy appears to be confused as to its
purpose.
The District Council consider that Policy PD2 in the Derbyshire Dales Local
Plan is sufficient for the local planning authority to determine where they have
the potential to have an impact upon a heritage asset, and as such Policy
DES2 should be deleted from the ANP.
Page 48/49
Although the transport section, is largely focused on traffic vehicle
movements, this section could be broadened to include the promotion of
recreational cycling and walking given the central location of the access to the
Tissington Trail and the potential economic benefits this brings to the town, as
mentioned on Page 25 of the ANP. The figure of “over 950” homes in
paragraph five needs the data source or evidence base noting.
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Policy TRA1 – Transport – As currently written it does not set out any relevant
criteria for use in the determination of planning applications. Furthermore the
District Council consider that Policy HC19 and HC20 in the Derbyshire Dales
Local Plan provide sufficient criteria to ensure that the traffic and
transportation issues associated with new development are taken into account
when the local planning authority determine a planning application. As such
the District Council consider that this policy should be deleted from the ANP.
Page 51 - 53
The reference to Saved Local Plan Policy is outdated and by the time the
ANP is made should take account of the policies in the emerging Derbyshire
Dales Local Plan. Furthermore the reference to the Local Plan 2011-2029
objective is outdated and should be updated to reflect the emerging
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan.
Reference is made at the top of Page 52 to a policy which seeks to enable
new community facilities – presumably this relates to COM1 on Page 53. In
terms of Policy COM1 the District Council considers that Policy HC15 and
other policies in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan provides sufficient criteria for
the determination of applications for planning permission involving the
provision or loss of community facilities and that as such this policy is not
considered necessary for inclusion in the ANP.
Policy COM2 – Local Green Space – the wording of this policy could be
improved to ensure that it is suitable for the determination of planning
applications on the designated Local Green Space sites. The policy could be
written as follows:
Planning permission will only be granted for development on the Local Green
Spaces identified on the Policies Map where it compliments the current use of
the site and does not have an adverse impact upon the quality of the open
space or its recreational value.
Page 55 - 59
In Section 6 the use of the phrase “To rectify the present downward spiral”
appears to be unsubstantiated – the District Council considers it better if the
phrase was removed.
As you will be aware the use of agreements under s106 and S278 have to be
reasonably, related to the development and necessary to make the
development happen. Whilst the ANP indicates that Town and Parish
Councils can comment on s106 agreements it is not the District Council’s
practice to discuss the contents of s106 and s278 negotiations with
stakeholders. If such a practice were to be introduced it is likely to result in a
breakdown of negotiations, and add considerable delay to the issuing of
decisions. The District Council has committed that any financial contributions
secured through s106 agreements with be reported on in the annual Authority
Monitoring Report on a Parish by Parish area. This section needs redrafting
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to reflect these comments. Previous comments on this point were made to the
April 2015 version of the ANP.
Page 60
There is a glossary in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre Submission Draft
which you may find useful to use in the ANP. The definition of s106 needs to
be redefined in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework. The
definition of s278 agreements refers to “the Council” this should in fact relate
to “the County Council”.

ASHBOURNE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (Draft - March 2017)
SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL AND STRATEGIC
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT SCREENING REPORT
September 2017

Prepared by Derbyshire Dales District Council
On behalf of
Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan Group
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Sustainability Appraisal and Strategic Environmental Assessment Screening
Report Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan
Contents
1. Introduction
2. Legislative background
3. Criteria for Assessing the Effects of Neighbourhood Plans
4. Assessment
5. Screening Outcome
Table 1 Determination of likely significant environmental effects.
1. Introduction
1.1
This screening report is designed to determine whether or not the
contents of the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan (hereafter known as
ANP) requires a Strategic Environmental Assessment in accordance
with European Directive 2001/42/EC and the associated Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004.
1.2

Ashbourne Town Council has resolved to support the preparation of a
Neighbourhood Plan that will guide development and land use in the
whole of the Parish of Ashbourne for the period 2017-2033. The
Neighbourhood Plan is intended to complement the policies in the
adopted Derbyshire Dales Local Plan (2005) and the Derbyshire Dales
Local Plan Pre Submission Draft (2016).

1.3

The Ashbourne Neighbourhood Area is the same as the area defined
by the Ashbourne Parish Boundary. The designation of the area as a
Neighbourhood Area was approved at the District Council’s Corporate
Committee on 20th March 2014.

1.4

The ANP has been prepared by Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan
Group (ANPG) and aims to set out a vision, strategic objectives and
planning policies to influence and control the future sustainable
development of Ashbourne up to 2033. The ANPG has undertaken
consultations with the local community throughout the preparation of
the ANP to ensure that local views have shaped and influenced the
scope and content of the Plan. The ANP has been drafted in the
context of the outcomes of public consultation and evidence gathering
and also within the context of the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) and National Planning Policy Practice Guidance (NPPG), the
saved policies of the 2005 Derbyshire Dales Local Plan and the
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evidence base reports used to support the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan
Pre Submission Draft (2016).
1.5

The objective of the Neighbourhood Plan is to achieve sustainable
growth, reflecting the Community’s desire to protect and enhance the
natural environment and heritage of the town whilst ensuring planned
growth meets local needs and delivers sustainable regeneration over
the plan period 2017-2033. Community consultation has informed the
vision;
“Ashbourne’s Neighbourhood Plan will seek to protect and enhance the
IDENTITY and ENVIRONMENT of Ashbourne, whilst providing
significant opportunities for sustainable growth of the ECONOMY and
FACILITIES.”

1.6

The Neighbourhood Plan aims are as follows:
• To enable sustainable economic growth, supporting innovation and
attracting new employment to create a lively, prosperous well
maintained market town.
• To ensure that new housing is well designed and sustainable and
meets the needs of all sections of the community.
• To make Ashbourne and its countryside a destination for visitors,
tourists, families and shoppers.
• To ensure that new development enhances the character and
special landscape features of Ashbourne and does not result in
urban sprawl
• To protect Ashbourne as a town of quality heritage and character
including the towns important green spaces and vistas.
• To ensure that new development contributes to and does not
prejudice the town’s highway infrastructure
• To ensure Ashbourne’s community services are increased and
enhanced to support the scale of housing and economic growth
identified in the Neighbourhood Plan
• To create a place that prioritises pedestrians.

1.7

The policies contained within the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan
(March 2017) are set out in Appendix One.

1.8

Further information on the ANP and work undertaken by the
Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group (ANPG) is available under
‘documents’ on the Ashbourne Town Council web site at:
http://www.ashbournetowncouncil.gov.uk/documents/
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1.9

Derbyshire Dales District Council is in the process of preparing a
revised Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. The Derbyshire Dales Local Plan
was submitted to the Secretary of State for independent examination
on 19th December 2016. The Examination in Public hearing sessions
took place in May 2017. The Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre
Submission Draft has been subject to both Sustainability Appraisal
(SA) and Habitats Regulations Assessment (HRA).
Proposed
modifications to the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre Submission Draft
were subject to further SA and HRA screening in June 2017. The
Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre Submission Draft and accompanying
assessments are available to view from the following link:
http://www.derbyshiredales.gov.uk/planning-a-building-control/localplan-2015-16/local-plan-examination/examination-library

1.10

The legislative background set out in the following section outlines the
Regulations that require the need for a screening exercise to be
undertaken. Section 4 provides a screening assessment of the likely
significant effects of the ANP and determines whether a full SEA is
required. Section 5 outlines the outcomes of the screening exercise
and sets out whether a SEA is deemed necessary.

2. Legislative Background
2.1
The basis for Strategic Environmental Assessment and Sustainability
Appraisal legislation is European Directive 2001/42/EC, which was
transposed into English Law by the Environmental Assessment of
Plans and programmes Regulations 2004 or SEA Regulations.
2.2

The preparation of a Sustainability Appraisal is required during the
preparation of a Local Plan. It is required for any of the documents that
can form part of a Local Plan, including core strategies, site allocation
documents and area action plans. This requirement excludes
Neighbourhood plans. (NPPG Paragraph: 005 Ref. ID: 11-005-20140306)

2.3

The SEA Directive only requires a SEA where plans and programmes
are likely to have significant environmental effects, screening is
therefore needed to determine whether such plans are likely to have
significant environmental effects. Advice within the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) reaffirms that it is considered best practice
to incorporate the requirements of the SEA Directive into an SA. The
NPPF further advises that assessments should be proportionate and
should not repeat policy assessment that has already taken place.

2.4

Guidance contained within the National Planning Practice Guidance
(NPPG) states that there is no legal requirement for a neighbourhood
plan to have a sustainability appraisal, however where a
neighbourhood plan is likely to have significant environmental effects, it
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may fall within the scope of the Environmental Assessment of Plans
and Programmes Regulations 2004 and require a Strategic
Environmental Assessment. The NPPG further advises that whether a
neighbourhood plan requires a strategic environmental assessment,
and (if so) the level of detail needed will depend on what is proposed, a
strategic environmental assessment may be required, for example
where:
- A neighbourhood plan allocates sites for development
- The neighbourhood area contains sensitive natural or heritage
assets that may be affected by proposals in the Plan
- The neighbourhood plan is likely to have significant
environmental effects that have not already been considered
and dealt with through a sustainability appraisal of the Local
plan.
(NPPG ID Reference 11-046-20150209)

2.6

To fulfil the legal requirement to identify whether the ANP requires a
SEA a ‘screening’ assessment has been undertaken in accordance
with the requirements set out in Regulation 9 of the Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004. Annex II of
the European Directive 2001/42/EC provides the criteria for
determining the likely significance of the environmental effects of plans
to be implemented in the screening exercise. Screening of the ANP
has been undertaken and the outcomes provided in section 5. It is
recognised best practice that the findings of the screening exercise are
subject to consultation with the SEA bodies – Historic England, Natural
England and the Environment Agency.

3.
3.1

Criteria for Assessing the Effects of Neighbourhood Plans
To determine whether the ANP may have significant environmental
effects, its scope and content should be assessed against the criteria
set out in Schedule 1 to the Environmental Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations 2004, these regulations implement the
Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive in England. Criteria for
determining the likely significance of effects referred to in Article 3(5) of
Directive 2001/42/EC are set out below:
The characteristics of plans and programmes, having regard, in
particular to:
- The degree to which the plan or programmes sets a framework for
projects and other activities, either with regard to the location,
nature, size and operating conditions or by allocating resources
- The degree to which the plan or programme influences other plans
and programmes including those in a hierarchy
- The relevance of the plan or programme for the integration of
environmental considerations in particular with a view to promoting
sustainable development
- Environmental problems relevant to the plan or programmes
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-

The relevance of the plan or programme for the implementation of
community legislation on the environment (e.g. plans and
programmes linked to waste management or water protection)

Characteristics of the effects, and of the area likely to be affected,
having regard in particular, to:
- The probability, duration, frequency and reversibility of the effects
- The cumulative nature of the effects
- The trans- boundary nature of the effects
- The risks to human health or the environment (e.g. due to
accidents)
- The magnitude and spatial extent of the effects (geographical area
and size of the population likely to be affected.)
- The value and vulnerability of the area likely to be affected due to –
special natural characteristics or cultural heritage, exceeded
environmental quality standards or limit values, intensive land use,
the effects on areas or landscapes which have a recognised
national, community or international protection status.
(Source: Annex II of SEA Directive 2001/42/EC)
4.
Assessment
4.1 Table 1 below sets out the criteria for determining the likely significance
of effects on the environment and the results of the assessment of the
ANP. The table below has been used to determine whether the ANP is
likely to have significant effects on the environment. If the plan is not
likely to have significant effects, SEA is not required under the Directive.
Significance Criteria set out in
SEA Directive (Annex ii) and
Schedule 1 of Environmental
Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations 2004
1.

Impact of the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan

The characteristics of plans and programmes, having regard, in
particular, to:
(a) The degree to which the plan
The ANP would, if adopted, form part of the
or programmes sets a
Statutory Development Plan and as such would
framework for projects and
contribute to the framework for future development
other activities, either with
consents for projects. Should the ANP be adopted
regard to the location, nature,
its policies would form part of the Development Plan
size and operating conditions
and be used to inform decisions on development
or by allocating resources;
proposals and planning applications. However, the
ANP would sit within a wider framework set by the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF);
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG); the
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emerging revised Derbyshire Dales Local Plan; and
the adopted Local Plan 2005.
b) The degree to which the plan
or programme influences other
plans and programmes
including those in a hierarchy;

It is considered that the proposed content of the
ANP is in general conformity with the National
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), however this is
to be determined by the Examination process.
The proposed policies conform with saved Local
Plan policies from the adopted Derbyshire Dales
Local Plan 2005 and are in general conformity with
the emerging policies within the Derbyshire Dales
Local Plan Pre Submission Draft. In a number of
instances the ANP policies complement strategic
aims and policies contained within the emerging
revised Derbyshire Dales Local Plan. The ANP is
considered unlikely to influence other Plans or
Programmes within the Statutory Development Plan.
It should be noted that with regard to the interrelationship between the ANP policy and the Local
Plan Policies the Ashbourne Airfield Phase One and
Two Strategic Site Allocations (Policies DS1 and
DS8) in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre
Submission Draft they are not contiguous with the
ANP boundary, see map in Appendix Two.

c)

The relevance of the
plan or programme for the
integration of environmental
considerations in particular
with a view to promoting
sustainable development;

The ANP aims to provide sustainable development,
seeking to preserve and enhance the character of
the natural, built and historic environment within the
ANP area. The ANP includes nine key policies
which seek to deliver the aims and vision of the
Neighbourhood Plan, see Appendix One.

Two policies relate to employment EMP1:
Ashbourne Airfield and EMP2- Existing Employment
Land and Premises, these set out a requirement for
the master-planning of the airfield site and retention
and development of existing employment sites. The
policies seek to ensure that development is coordinated and is well linked to the main settlement
and creates a sense of place addressing the
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economic aspects of sustainable development.

Policy ATC1 defines the ANP town centre more
broadly than the emerging Local Plan or the presubmission draft local plan areas. The intent of the
policy is to allow for a thriving, diverse town centre.

The proposed neighbourhood plan policy on housing
mix (HOU1) aims to ensure that new development
meets the housing needs of the local community,
thus ensuring that a range of homes are provided.

Policy DES1 – Design seeks to ensure that new
development incorporates high quality and
sustainable design, recognising the role design has
in achieving environmental performance. Policy
DES2- Conservation Area considers the impact of
development on the historic core of Ashbourne with
the intention of conserving its integrity.

Transport is considered with Policy TRA1 which has
an emphasis on new development incorporating
sustainable transport provision.

Policy COM1 – Community Facilities considers the
impact of development on the social aspect of
sustainable development such as existing
community facilities such as schools and medical
facilities.

Local Green Spaces are identified in a map on page
16 and in Policy COM2 which intends to prevent
development in these locations unless it is small
scale and does not compromise the open quality of
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the space and enhances community value.

The proposed policies draw upon the work
undertaken
through
consultation
on
the
Neighbourhood Plan from 2013 to the present, and
also from the evidence base documents prepared to
support the preparation of the Local Plan, notably
the Landscape Sensitivity Study (Wardell Armstrong
2015). It is considered that the ANP will support
policies in the Derbyshire Dales Local Plan Pre
Submission Draft (August 2016) and Modifications
which has been subject to comprehensive
Sustainability Appraisal and Habitats Regulations
Assessment and therefore promote sustainable
development.
d) Environmental problems
relevant to the plan or
programme; and

Ashbourne is known as the “gateway to Dovedale”,
it is a historic market town with origins in the
Medieval period. Situated in a rural hinterland, the
population was 8,300 in 2011(census). It is largely
self-contained however there is a considerable
amount of commuting to and from Derby and
Uttoxeter.
Much of the town centre is designated a
Conservation Area with 18th and early 19th century
buildings forming the distinctive character of the
town centre.
There is a large area of previously developed land at
the Ashbourne Airfield site to the South East of the
town. This is sits partially within the Neighbourhood
Plan Area and is allocated in the Local Plan Pre
Submission Draft (August 2016) and Modifications
(July 2017) for business use and housing
development (Policies DS1 and DS8). The policies
in the ANP where appropriate complement this
approach.
The environmental challenges of
developing this site will be addressed through the
application of the policy and subsequent planning
conditions.
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As a gateway town congestion and traffic have
caused problems for some time, the proposed
increase in housing for Ashbourne are likely to have
a further impact on traffic management, mitigation
measures and environmental consequences. The
ANP supports a by-pass for the town as a means of
addressing some of the environmental issues.

e) The relevance of the plan or
The Neighbourhood Plan is not directly relevant to
programme for the
the implementation of European legislation.
implementation of Community
legislation on the environment
(for example, plans and
programmes linked to waste
management of water
protection)
2.
Characteristics of the effects and of the area likely to be affected, having
regard, in particular to:
(a)
The probability,
The ANP if adopted is considered likely to have
duration, frequency and
modest and longstanding positive environmental
reversibility of the effects;
effects.
Positive effects are predicted to be
achieved through particular policies in the Plan,
notably upon the design and appearance of
development, the protection and enhancement of
valuable community services and facilities and
promoting and enhancing sustainable transport
options.
Positive effects are predicted through the
requirement for housing schemes to provide a mix of
housing types and tenures to meet local needs.
(b)

The cumulative nature It is intended that the environmental effects will have
of the effects;
positive, cumulative benefits for the area, for
example through the protection and enhancement of
the areas distinctive local character and open
spaces, with associated benefits for biodiversity.

(c)

The trans boundary There are no trans-boundary issues across member
nature of the effects;
states. Any effects on adjoining Derbyshire Dales
parishes are likely to be positive, for instance
through the protection of open spaces, settlement
and landscape character and through the promotion
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of high quality design in new development.
(d)

The risks to human In undertaking the screening exercise no significant
health or the environment (for risks to human health or the environment have been
example due to accidents);
identified. The vision and policies of ANP are likely
to have positive effects and improve human health
by supporting the protection and enhancement of
open spaces, community facilities and promoting
walking and cycling and access to the countryside.

(e)

The magnitude and
spatial extent of the effects
(geographical area and size
of the population likely to be
affected);

The ANP area covers the parish of Ashbourne,
which at the 2011 census had a population of 8,300.
The ANP area includes the settlement of Ashbourne
and the surrounding countryside, which is
predominately in agricultural use.
The ANP is predicted to directly affect the immediate
population of the designated neighbourhood area,
accordingly the magnitude, spatial extent and
geographical area likely to be affected by the ANP is
comparatively small, particularly when compared to
the scale likely to be effected by the emerging
revised Derbyshire Dales Local Plan for instance.

(f) The value and vulnerability of
the area likely to be affected
due to:
(i) Special natural characteristics
or cultural heritage;
(ii) Exceeded environmental
quality standards or limit
values; or
(iii)
Intensive land use; and

The ANP covers the civil parish of Ashbourne,
comprising the settlement of Ashbourne, and
surrounding countryside. Ashbourne grew from a
small Saxon village to a thriving market town in the
Georgian period. The parish is rich in natural,
environmental and heritage assets.
With regard to the historic environment the area
includes a designated Conservation Area, with 146
Listed Buildings, 11 are Grade I or II*, ranging from
Georgian town houses to smaller vernacular
buildings. This is documented in the Derbyshire
Dales District Council Conservation Area Character
Appraisal which forms part of the evidence base for
the ANP.

There are no SSSIs or Local Nature Reserves within
the ANP area.
However there are areas of
woodland that are recorded on the National Forest
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Audit, this is aligned with the many Tree
Preservation Orders present in the ANP area which
seek to protect local tress, woodland and hedgerows
that make an important contribution to the beauty,
diversity and distinctiveness of the area. See
Appendix Three.

The emerging Derbyshire Dales Local Plan and
saved Local Plan policies include policies for the
protection and enhancement of landscape
character, biodiversity, geological interests and the
built and historic environment. The proposed
policies within the ANP will reinforce these policies
with no significant negative effects. Environmental
quality is not predicted to be exceeded or negatively
impacted.
g) The effects on areas or
landscapes which have a
recognised national,
community or international
protection status.

The ANP area comprises the settlement of
Ashbourne and surrounding countryside.
It is
situated in the Henmore Brook valley, the older part
of the settlement is in the valley floor. This includes
areas of high landscape sensitivity on the edge of
the Peak District national park. The landscape
character of the area contributes significantly to the
distinctive and visual amenity of the ANP area and
surrounding hinterland.
The ANP falls in the Derbyshire Peak Fringe and
Lower Derwent Character area 50 in The Landscape
Character Assessment (Evidence Document CD50
of the Pre-submission Draft Local Plan).
The Pre-submission Draft Derbyshire Dales Local
Plan (August 2016) and saved Local Plan policies
include policies for the protection of landscape
character, the countryside, natural, heritage
environmental assets. The ANP will reinforce these
policies with no significant negative effects.

Table 1 – Determination of the likely significance of environmental
effects
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5.
Screening Outcome
5.1 As a result of the assessment set out in Section 4 - Table 1 it is
considered unlikely there will be any significant environmental effects
arising from the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan as submitted and
assessed as part of this screening exercise (ANP – Submission Version
March 2017), that have not been covered in the Sustainability Appraisal
and Habitats Regulations Assessment of the Derbyshire Dales Local
Plan Pre Submission Draft (August 2016) and the modifications
emerging from the hearing sessions of the Examination in Public. As
such it is concluded that the ANP does not require a full SEA to be
undertaken. The assessment shows, that in the view of the District
Council, the impacts of the ANP (March 2017) will not result in
significant environmental effects and therefore there is no need for
a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) in accordance with
the Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes
Regulations 2004 and European Directive 2001/42/EC.
5.2 This screening assessment will be sent to the three statutory SEA
consultation bodies – Historic England, Natural England and the
Environment Agency. The screening outcome is subject to comment
from the SEA Bodies. The response received from the SEA bodies will
be provided to the ANPG and may result in revisions to this screening
exercise being necessary.
5.3 It should be noted that if the issues, policies and objectives of the ANP
should change from those within the March 2017 version of the ANP as
screened then a new screening process will need to be undertaken to
determine whether such revisions and amendments result in a SEA
being required.
5.4 Notwithstanding the outcome of this screening, the ANPG may wish to
carry out a ‘sustainability appraisal’ of the plan and its policies. As part
of the assessment of the ANP the qualifying body must demonstrate
how the plan will contribute to achieving sustainable development, and a
sustainability appraisal may be a useful approach for doing this.
5.5 A sustainability appraisal may help ANP group to demonstrate the
neighbourhood plan is sustainable and may make it more likely that it
will be supported by the Examiner who will check it for compliance. The
key stages for sustainability appraisal involve; considering whether the
plan has been prepared to take account of effects on the environment
and economy and improves the area for the community. Further
information and advice on sustainability appraisal can be obtained from
the Planning Advisory Service and from the online National Planning
Practice
Guidance.
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Appendix One: Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan Policies
Policy EMP1 – Ashbourne Airfield
Employment, business and Industrial Development will be approved on the
Ashbourne Airfield Site (uses within Use Classes B1, B2 and B8), subject to:
× A comprehensive masterplan being prepared for the wider site to demonstrate
how the development will integrate satisfactorily with the wider development of
the site;
× Suitable vehicular and pedestrian accesses being provided into the site, to
accommodate the proposed development;
× There being no significant adverse impact on other nearby uses, including on
residential amenity.
× Complying with the requirements of the transport, design and other relevant
policies in this plan.
Policy EMP2 – Existing Employment Land and Premises
Development proposals involving the loss of existing business or industrial uses
(falling within Use Class B1, B2 or B8) for non-employment uses will only be permitted
where it can be demonstrated that the land or premises is no longer viable for
industrial or business use.
Policy ATC1 – Ashbourne Town Centre
Within the defined Ashbourne Town Centre Policy Area, retail and complementary
town centre uses will be approved, subject to;
× Having active ground floor frontages, such as shopfronts or opening glass
frontages.
× For mixed-use development, any residential element being at upper levels only
and not the ground floor.
× For non-retail ground floor uses, ensuring that they are complementary to the
retail and in cultural functions of the town (café’s restaurants, galleries, leisure
facilities, walk-in community facilities and other complementary uses).
Retail uses will not be allowed outside of the Ashbourne Town Centre Policy Areas,
unless it can be demonstrated that:
× There is no suitable land or premises in the Ashbourne Town Centre Policy
Area;
× It is demonstrated that there would be no adverse economic impact on
Ashbourne Town Centre;
× It complies with the requirements of the transport, design and other relevant
policies in this plan.
For the purpose of applying Paragraph 26 of the National Planning Policy Framework,
a threshold of 200 square metres is set by this plan.
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Policy HOU1 – Housing Mix
Housing Schemes must provide a mix of housing types and tenures that meet local
housing needs, including starter homes and homes for downsizing.
For each new development over 10 unites the following mix of units should be
achieved;
Market
Affordable
All Dwellings

1-bed
5%
40%
15%

2-bed
40%
35%
40%

Policy DES1 – Design
New development must incorporate high quality and sustainable design, including:
× Respond to the existing character of the town and Conservation Area by
providing distinctive and site-specific design to complement, but not imitate, the
historic context;
× Provide active frontages to streets and spaces;
× Responding to the context in terms of scale, density, enclosure and degree of
set-back;
× Be well-integrated with its surroundings by reinforcing existing pedestrian
connections, including public rights of way and multi-user trails, and creating new
pedestrian routes;
× Provide a convenient access to community services and facilities;
× Create a sense place with a locally inspired or distinctive character,
complementing the existing character;
× Respect and enhance local topography, landscape and other features, including
trees and plants, wildlife habitats, site orientation and microclimate;
× Provide buildings, landscaping and planting that create attractive streets and
spaces;
× Take advantage of views into and out of sites in order to make the development
easy to access and navigate through;
× Provide streets that encourage low vehicle speeds and which can function as
safe, social spaces;
× Integrate car parking within the overall design so that it does not dominate the
streets and public realm;
× Clearly distinguish between public and private spaces;
× Provide convenient, well-screened storage space for bins and recycling, and for
bicycles and motor vehicles;
× Include high quality and durable materials, to complement those used in the
surrounding area;
× Avoid unnecessary light pollution by having bright, permanently lit areas at night;
× Ensuring permeable surfaces in hard landscaped areas;
× Include Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems where applicable.
Innovative architectural and building design will be particularly welcomed, especially
where it involves superior environmental performance.
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Policy DES2 – Conservation Area
Development affecting Ashbourne Conservation Area and its setting must preserve or
enhance the character and appearance of the conservation area. Particular attention
should be paid to impacts on;
× The Market Plan and Victoria Square;
× The main street, including Church Street, St John Street, Buxton Road, Dig
Street.
× The Metal bridge structure across Church Street.
× The 146 listed buildings, comprising of 183 structures that include 11 Grade I or
Grade II* buildings, town yards and areas of historic paving.
Policy TRA1 – Transport
New development will incorporate sustainable transport provision, including;
× Having good access to public transport or otherwise help reduce car dependency;
× Giving priority to the needs of pedestrians and cyclists;
× Demonstrating how the traffic generated by their development will, when
considered in conjunction with other committed developments, be accommodated
through the proportional contribution towards any necessary highway
improvements, to ensure that there is no significant detrimental impact on traffic
safety, congestion or quality.
Policy COM1 – Community Facilities
Proposals for new community facilities, such as schools and medical facilities will be
considered favourably providing.
× They do not have any significant detrimental impact on the amenities of nearby
residential properties;
× They do not have any significant detrimental impact in terms of safety or
congestion
× The proposals comply with the relevant planning conditions identified within the
Neighbourhood Plan.
Policy COM2 – Local Green Space
The Local Green Spaces allocated in this plan must not be developed. In exceptional
circumstances small-scale development may be allowed where it does not
compromise the open quality the space and enhances community value.
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Appendix Two:
Map showing the extent of the NP area and Ashbourne Airfield
Allocations Phase One and Two (Policies DS1 and DS8 in the Presubmission Draft Local Plan (August 2016)
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Appendix Three:
Map to show TPOs and Ancient woodland in the Ashbourne
Neighbourhood Plan Area
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Appendix 2 – Equalities Impact Assessment
Legal Requirements
The Equality Act 2010 places a duty on all public authorities in the exercise of their
functions to have regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, to advance equality
of opportunity, and to foster good relations between persons who have a “protected
characteristic” and those who do not. Protected characteristics are defined in the
Equality Act as age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race,
religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation.
Equality Impact Assessment is a systematic analysis of a policy or policies in order to
scrutinise the potential for an adverse impact on a particular group or community, in
particularly those with a protected characteristic.
An assessment has been made on whether the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan has
a positive, negative or neutral impact on each of the protected characteristics. If the
impact is negative, this is given a high, medium or low assessment. The following
table describes these:
Impact
High
Medium
Low

Description
A significant potential impact, risk of exposure, history of
complaints, no mitigating measures in place etc.
Some potential impact exists, some mitigating measures are in
place, poor evidence.
Almost no relevancy to the process, e.g. an area that is very much
legislation-led.

Ashbourne – General Population Characteristics
By age, Ashbourne’s population is not dissimilar to the wider Derbyshire Dales
population.
0-17
18-44
45-64
65+

AB
22%
32%
27%
19%

DD
19%
27%
32%
22%

By ethnic origin, the following table compares Ashbourne to Derbyshire Dales.
UK
EU
Other non-EU

AB
95%
3%
2%

DD
97%
2%
1%
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There are no statistics available on other protected characteristics.

Aims and Policies of the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan
The aims of the Ashbourne Neighbourhood Plan are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To enable sustainable economic growth, supporting innovation and attracting
new employment to create a lively, prosperous well maintained market
town;
To ensure that new housing is well designed and sustainable and meets the
needs of all sections of the community;
To make Ashbourne and its countryside a destination for visitors, tourists,
families and shoppers;
To ensure that new development enhances the character and special
landscape features of Ashbourne and does not result in urban sprawl;
To protect Ashbourne as a town of quality heritage and character, including
the town’s important green spaces and vistas;
To ensure that new development contributes to and does not prejudice the
town’s highway infrastructure;
To ensure Ashbourne’s community services are increased and enhanced to
support the scale of housing and economic growth identified in the
Neighbourhood Plan; and
To create a place that priorities pedestrians.

The policies are:
EMP1 – Ashbourne Airfield
EMP2 – Existing Employment Land and Premises
ATC1 – Ashbourne Town Centre
HOU1 – Housing Mix
DES1 – Design
DES2 – Conservation Area
TRA1 – Transport
COM1 – Community Facilities
COM2 – Local Green Space
COM3 – Renewable Energy and Low-Carbon Energy Technologies

Impact on Protected Characteristics
Age
The plan seeks to accommodate identified local housing need and growth (Policy
HOU1). This will help to ensure that housing provision caters for all ages, including
younger people seeking housing for the first time.
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Policies EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1 seek to create employment opportunities for people
of working age, and alongside TRA1, will help to create choice and opportunity for
people who have restrictions on their mobility (including the young and the old) by
enabling sustainable transport measures.
Policy DES1 requires good design, including for people of a range of mobilities.
The impact on all ages will be positive.
Disability
The needs of persons who are disabled or who have limited mobility are addressed
in Policy DES1, which seeks to create a well-designed and accessible environment.
Policy HOU1 requires new housing to meet local need (which will include the needs
of disabled people), Policies EMP1, EMP2, and ATC1 enable local employment, and
COM1 enables a range of community facilities in the town.
The impact on people with disability will be positive.
Maternity and pregnancy
Key issues for women who are pregnant or who have young children are access to
appropriate housing, flexible employment, and access to community facilities.
Policies EMP1, EMP2, ATC1, HOU1, and COM1 all enable this.
The impact on pregnant women will be positive.
Race
Non-white ethnic groups are a small proportion of the population of Ashbourne.
For the most part, the plan will have an equal impact on the local population
regardless of race. A public realm designed with safety in mind will minimise
opportunities for hate crime (there is no evidence that this is a problem in
Ashbourne). Policy DES1 seeks to create well designed development, which includes
safety considerations.
The impact will be positive on people of all races.
Sex (Gender)
The Neighbourhood Plan contains no specific policies or proposals for any particular
gender. The policies have been written to provide equal opportunity to both sexes in
respect of the provision of development and access to facilities.
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Neither sex is disadvantaged by any of the policies and proposals in the
Neighbourhood Plan. Both sexes will benefit equally from the implementation of the
Neighbourhood Plan. This includes men or women with prams or pushchairs.
The impact will be positive on both sexes.
Religion, Gender re-assignment, Sexual orientation
Key issues for religious groups are discrimination relating to employment, housing
and the provision of services, and their portrayal in the media.
Key issues for gender re-assigned people, gays and lesbians are personal
relationships, transphobia and/or discrimination, and hate crime.
The Neighbourhood Plan does not and cannot directly address the social attitudes
that are involved in these problems. However, it does seek to provide a built
environment, that is open to all, with a safe public realm which all social groups can
access and use equally.
The impact will be positive on all people, regardless of religion or LGBT Plus status.

Conclusion
The Neighbourhood Plan provides a strategy for the development of the town, and a
range of policies and proposals, which will result in positive benefits for many parts
of the local community with protected characteristics: older people, young people
and young children, disabled people and those with limited mobility, and maternity
and pregnancy.
Whilst not explicitly addressing the needs of racial or religious groups, or
transgender, gay or lesbian groups, or women, the Neighbourhood Plan does make
equal provision for housing and seeks to provide community facilities which will
benefit these groups equally. It also seeks to provide a safer environment,
particularly a safer public realm.
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